CFR - Building a North American Community
Additional and Dissenting Views
“I support the Task Force report and its recommendations aimed at building a safer and more
prosperous North America. Economic prosperity and a world safe from terrorism and other
security threats are no doubt inextricably linked. While governments play an invaluable role in
both regards, we must emphasize the imperative that economic investment be led and perpetuated
by the private sector. There is no force proven like the market for aligning incentives, sourcing
capital, and producing results like financial markets and profit-making businesses. This is simply
necessary to sustain a higher living standard for the poorest among us—truly the measure of our
success. As such, investment funds and financing mechanisms should be deemed attractive
instruments by those committing the capital and should only be developed in conjunction with
market participants.
Heidi S. Cruz”
She agrees with EVERYTHING: We must Merge the 3 Countries – AGAINST the wishes of the
Citizens of all 3 Countries. The CFR will be considered The Private Investment Sector. The
USA (YOU & I) should PAY to bring the poor of Mexico UP to OUR Standard of Living.
While Heidi is correct that Private Investment produces better that any other form, apparently she believes
the "Living Standard" of the poor should be "TRULY" the measure of "OUR" success.
And, to attain this: There seems to be NO CONSIDERATION of such trivialities as our Sovereignties (Federal,
State or Individual) or our GOD-given INDIVIDUAL Rights.

All this is as far away from Conservative Values & Thinking as can be imagined.
She is ENDORSING the 1st step toward a New World Order - the melding of Mexico, Canada & the USA into ONE
Country, and ONE Government, with commonality everywhere. And,
She if FULLY AWARE that the Report itself states that the Citizens of all 3 countries would NEVER Agree to this,
except by DECEPTION.
Of course, this means the USA (YOU & I) will PAY for 100% of the differences.
bring Mexico (& Canada) UP to our Standards (of Living etc.).

WE will PAY everything it takes to

It also IGNORES the reality that it is IMPOSSIBLE to raise those countries up to OUR Standards!
It cannot be done without LOWERING our Financial & Freedom Levels dramatically - particularly by the means
described - through a "Universal-One Size fits ALL" Governmental Regulation SCHEME.
ALSO, let's not forget that NONE of the 3 countries' Citizens would EVER approve of relinquishing their Freedom,
Liberties & Rights - "WILLINGLY"!
It could ONLY be done through DECEPTION - by Demagoguery on the part of Each Country's Governments (as it
has been done so far, with NAFTA etc.) - LYING about their ultimate Goals.
This could ONLY succeed if We The People are DUPED into thinking WE are going to somehow "Profit or Benefit"
from this Scheme.
The facts are that those in CONTROL - the CFR and all its Minions - will end up with Complete CONTROL over
ALL the Citizens of ALL 3 Countries (One Merged Country) and ALL the MONEY.

It is directly CONTRARY to everything her husband, Ted Cruz is “saying” in his Presidential Campaign.
Are We, the Citizens of the USA, to believe that Ted Cruz' wife has NO influence upon HIS Values?. Or, that he
does NOT share any of these beliefs?
That idea seems more far-fetched than the "Dreams of Utopia" professed by the CFR in this Insidious Travesty,
The "North American Community" plan.

